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INTRODUCTION
The principal objectives of the National Facilities Study as outlined in Appendix A were to
_l determine where U.S. facilities do not meet national aerospace needsdefine new facilities required to make U.S. capabilities "world class" where
such improvements are in the national interest,
c) define where consolidation and phase-out of existing facilities is appropriate,
d) develop a long-term national plan for world-class facility acquisition and
shared usage.
The Space Operations Facilities Task Group defined discrete tasks to accomplish the
above objectives within the scope of the study. An assessment of national space
operations facilities was conducted to determine the nation's capability to meet the
requirements of space operations during the next 30 years. The mission model used in the
study to define facility requirements is described in Volume 3. Based on this model, the
major focus of the Task Group was to identify any substantive overlap or underutilization of
space operations facilities and to identify any facility shortfalls that would necessitate facility
upgrades or new facilities. The focus of this initial study was directed toward facility
recommendations related to consolidations, closures, enhancements, and upgrades
considered necessary to efficiently and effectively support the baseline requirements
model. Activities related to identifying facility needs or recommendations for enhancing U.S.
international competitiveness and achieving world-class capability, where appropriate,
were deferred to a subsequent study phase.
ORGANIZATION AND SCOPE
The Task Group developed its own Terms of Reference, Appendix B, as a subset of the
National Facility Study Terms of Reference, and defined three functional areas to assess the
nation's capability to support space operations activities during the next 30 years:
manufacturing; mission operations and training; and payload processing, launch, and
recovery. These functional areas were also used to determine where facility consolidation,
upgrades, and closures could materially reduce budget requirements and improve
operational efficiency. Technical working groups were assigned to assess each of the
functional areas. The organization of this work and the part-time participants are shown in
Appendix C. The working groups analyzed data on over 900 facilities included in the
National Facility Study inventory. The breadth of the coverage ranged from government-
owned manufacturing and space operations facilities to commercial manufacturing facilities.
Although the facility inventory was not completely developed during the initial phase of the
study, the major facilities involved in space operations activities have been included.
Each technical working group further defined the scope of their discrete tasks to provide the
appropriate analysis boundaries. Facilities which support operational weapon systems
have been excluded. What follows is a description of the specific functions and scope of
each of the working groups.
Manufacturing
The Manufacturing Working Group included in their assessment the major launch
vehicle manufacturing facilities required to support the current and projected
commercial and government space operations needs. The group's pnncipal focus
was government--owned manufacturing and assembly facilities for propellant tanks,
vehicles, liquid engines, and solid rocket motors_
Mission Operations and Training
The Mission Operations and Training Working Group.evaluated facilities required to
support earth orbiting and deep space support services of all types, including
communications and tracking networks, and spacecraft control centers; payload
operations and control centers; on-orbit flight suPl:_._,rooms; and other insta!la!!ons
of command and control systems supporting on-orok _=ights. P,Iso inc_uaeo =nmls
evaluation were facilitiesused to train flight crews, flightcontrollers, and ground
personnel involved in on-orbit support, and critical ancillary capabilities in direct
support of these facilities, including backup power, communications systems, training
aircraft, and other systems that are in stand-by to support flight anomaly resolution.
Payload Processing, Launch, and Recovery
The Payload Processing, Launch, and Recovery Working Group assessed facilities
required to support orbital, suborbital, and ballistic missions. The rankle of facilities
examined included: launch facilities (transportation, assembly, control, checkout,
pads, and structures) and landing sites; launch site payload processing facilities;
ordnance processing facilities; and range instrumentation, range control, and range
network facilities.
Support Working Groups
Three support working groups were also established to identify and integrate costs,
requirements, strategies and policy, and to interface with other study elem.ents. The
Cost Analysis Working Group performed detailed cost/benefit analyses in
assessing facility options. The Strategy and Policy Working Group identified barriers
and issues that could be mitigated by developing strategies and policies that
enhance the availability and shared use of facilities to both govemment and
commercial users. The Requirements and Integration Working Group provided the
top-level mission requirements for DoD, civil, and commercial space launches
based on payload projections; reviewed and integrated the resultant facilities
requirements; and interfaced with the Space Research and Development Task
Group on underlying mission requirements, overlap between working groups, and
opportunities for joint use of facilities.
METHODOLOGY
The Space Operations Facilities Task Group study methodology is depicted in Figure 1.
The facilities selected for analysis were chosen based on the database information, the
experience and knowledge of team members, and selected site visits by each of the
working groups. The mission model (Volume 3) was used as a basis for establishing
payload and launch vehicle requirements for the thirty year period (1993 - 20237. For the
mission requirements baseline, a launch system architecture was assumed consisting
primarily of existing launch vehicles (Space Shuttle, Titan, Atlas, and Delta). An excursion
to the baseline mission model was assumed in the Space Operations study to determine
the sensitivity of the facility requirements to a radically different vehicle type and its resultant
impact on facility needs. A Highly Reusable Vehicle (HRV_ single-stage-to-orbit design
was selected based on its "leapfrog technology" characteristics and non-traditional launch
and recovery concepts.
Each technical working group translated the mission requirements into a set of specific facility
requirements. Manufacturing facility requirements were determined to be largely
dependent on the flight rate of expendable elements of launch vehicles. Launch, recovery,
and payload processing facility requirements were predominantly established by size and
annual rate of payloads and the various types of launch vehicles required. Similarly,
Mission Operations requirements were established based on the number of payloads in
orbit, their orbital parameters (e.g., earth-orbiting, deep space probes), and the
complexity of their mission operations.
Once facility requirements were established, each technical working group examined the
facility database to identify critical and supporting facilities required to satisfy the mission
requirements. For areas where facility capability failed to meet the mission requirement the
working groups conducted an assessment of whether the need could be met by
modification or upgrade of existing facilities, or whether new facility construction would be
required. While this database was an integral part of Task Group activities, some of the
working groups found site visits more useful in their analyses. For example in areas of
overlap and underutilization additional information was gathered from site visits and other
facility studies to formulate recommendations related to joint use, phase-out, consolidation,
and closure.
The Space Operations Task Group recommendations were categorized into four groups asfollows:
Cate.gory 1A: Recommended changes to the status quo or advocated
ongoing changes that are consistent with National Facility Study objectives.
Category 1B: Recommended no change (facility required to support
mission model).
Category 2: Further study is needed and is merited based on
preliminary analysis.
Category 3: No recommendations made at this time due to a lack of
data, insufficient time to assess and, in some instances, an initial
assessment of no significant cost savings to be realized.
Mission Requirements
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Figure 1. Space Operations Facility Study Methodology.
COST
Cost/benefit analyses were performed on those facilities selected for potential
consolidation or closure and all new facilities. The specific analysis established a baseline
by documenting the current annual operating costs for the facility. The annual operations and
maintenance costs included such items as utilities, facility maintenance, equipment
maintenance, communications, janitorial services, and grounds upkeep. The cost of the
proposed recommendation was then estimated. Depending on the recommendation, the
cost of the option included revised annual operating costs for the building, workforce
impacts, equipment relocation costs, and environmental cleanup costs. Anticipated savings
or cost avoidances were calculated using the baseline for comparison with the
recommended facility option cost.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In conducting a study of this scope and magnitude it became evident that a declining space
research andoperations budget affecting all agencies has resulted in program cancellations
and reduced facility demands such that the current facility infrastructure is not being optimally
utilized. This trend is expected to continue for some time into the future resulting in excess
capacity in manufacturing, mission operations, and launch, recovery and payload
processing facilities. In view of this there is a compelling need to institutionalize the national
facility study process which establishes and maintains a complete and up-to-date facilities
database, a management review and decision process that maximizes utilization of existing
facilities within and across agency boundaries and a cradle-to-grave approach to designing,
constructing, operating, maintaining, mothballing and closing facilities. It is in this context that
the following conclusions and recommendations are presented.
CONCLUSION: There is no consistency between and within agencies at the
headquarters level, regarding policies and practices that promote systematic assessment of
facility availability, construction, alteration, utilization, consolidation, or closure. Within NASA
and DoD, responsibility for facility requirements and disposition occurs at the program office
level. As a result, those facilities that provide support to multiple programs (e.g.,
laboratories, test facilities, equipment) and those that are in a standby status (i.e., non-
operational with minimum maintenance) to support future programs, often receive
inadequate resources support.
RECOMMENDATION: The National Facility Study should be institutionalized by
(a) assigning a headquarters-level organization in each agen_ to be responsible for
institutionaland multi-purpose facility assessments to include availability, utilization,
construction, alteration, consolidation,or closure.
(b) establishing a multi-agency coordination process to provide oversight and
coordination of interagency facility use and disposition.
CONCLUSION: Prior to this study, a complete, comprehensive up-to-date interagency
facilities database did not exist. The National Facilities Study (NFS) Database, assembled
by the NFS team, is unique in the range and depth of data content and thus represents a
significant achievement. Nonetheless, it must be considered incomplete since voids still
exist in the data collection, particularlywithin the area of industry facilities.
RECOMMENDATION: Effort should be made to collect data missing from the NFS
Database and thus maximize itsvalue as a unique reference asset. The Database should
be institutionalized in a proper form and maintained by the affected agencies on a
permanent basis for future reference by both government and, where appropriate,
endustry. The Database will prove particularly useful to the organizations responsible for
implementing the NFS facility disposition recommendations, as well as to assist future
decisions regarding the need for facilities.
CONCLUSION: Inconsistency in facility-use pricing policies presents barriers to cost-
effective commercial and interagency shared use of facilities.
RECOMMENDATION: The Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board
augmented with representatives of other agencies should be tasked to conduct a review of
the pricing policy and practices of DoD, DoE, DoC, and NASA for the use of their space
operations facilities by government agencies and the U.S. private sector. The objective is
to develop a uniform policy that removes the existing barriers to the most cost-effective
commercsal and interagency shared use of U.S. government facilities.
CONCLUSION: Some redundancy of space operations facilities exist. This is
sometimes a result of system specific requirements and developments, and in some cases
equates to under-utilized manufacturing capacity or ground nodes, and apparent duplication
of operations which are not necessarily interoperable. With some modifications to these
operational facilities, it is possible to develop and implement standards for operations and
interoperability which would allow mutual support across agencies and could ultimately allow
for both operational consolidation and increased robustness.
RECOMMENDATION: An interagency task force should be formed to address the
redundancy in command and control facilities emphasizing the development of standards for
interoperability in order to minimize the number of single purpose facilities and facilitate
operational consolidation while maintaining high mission success rates.
CONCLUSION: The Task Group found evidence of facility deterioration and
obsolescence which significantlyconstrains effident and effective facility performance. This
conclusion has been previously noted by various studies within NASA and DoD. In
general, NASA and DoD spends approximately 2% of current replacement value for
facility maintenance compared to a recommended 3-4%.
RECOMMENDATION: Consolidate and close facilities where practical and increase
facility maintenance budgets to the extent necessary to reverse the current trend of
detenoration and obsolescence of remaining facilities.
CONCLUSION: Studies conducted to date for Highly Reusable Vehicles (e.g., SSTO)
indicate that a significant number of existing or modifledfacilities can be utilized to support
manufacturing,assembly, checkout, launch, and mission operations. A complete definition
of facility requirements for any major new launch system, however, are dependent on the
specific vehicle configuration being considered and program architecture relative to
operational cost considerations (e.g., co-location of manufacturing, test and launch facilities).
RECOMMENDATION: A facility needs and requirements assessment for a Highly
Reusable Vehicle or any other new launch system should be held in abeyance pending
definition of the vehicle configuration and program architecture.
Recommendations for all Category 1 and 2 facilities and a complete listing of Category 3
facilities are included in Section II of this volume.
OBSERVATIONS
In addition to the above conclusions and recommendations, several significant observations
emerged during the evaluation and are enumerated below.
Agency-to-Agency Cooperation
At operational locations where multiple agencies coexist, the Task Group found noteworthy
examples of agency-to-agency cooperation that can serve as a model for the future.
Examples include the following:
• An Air Force/NASA liaison team operates at Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station (CCAFS) and Kennedy Space Center (KSC) to coordinate range and
launch scheduling, facility usage and sharin 9, and other activities. (A recent
review of bridge cranes for launch processing used joint NASA/Air Force
expertise for resolution. Also, a KSC Vehicle Assembly Building safety issue
was identified and resolved using Air Force safety directives.) Many
functions, such as medical support and propellant services, are administered by
one agency, but include support to the other agency as appropriate.
• NASA representatives attend Air Force range scheduling and operations
review meetings, and the KSC Center Director and the Air Force's 45th Space
Wing Commander conduct a joint quarterly management meeting.
These examples show that interagency cooperation and sharing are viable. NASA and
DoD should formally adopt this approach within our agencies as the preferred way of doing
business.
Other Initiatives
We found individuals at the operational level, taking a corporate, long-term view, defining
the vision/mission for their organizations, and achieving important results. They squeeze
dollars out of shrinking budgets to preserve one-of-a-kind, world-class capabilities. An
excellent example is the Wallops Flight Facility (WFF). Wallops has a customer-oriented,
low-cost approach to the launch of research sounding rockets. Their approach emphasizes
off-the-shelf components, realistic risk acceptance, and rapid response time (typically 90
days) to customer requirements.
In general, programs have achieved high mission success rates in spite of the impediments
of reduced budgets, fadlit), underutilization and lack of facility modernization upgrades.
Many facilities are maintaned in good condition reflecting the dedication and perseverance
of the people. The DoD has initiated several facility consolidation/closure and/or upgrade
actions in response to reduced budg.ets and a need to assure a viable long-term facility
infrastructure. NASA is initiating similar activities as a result of budget reductions and related
fadllties studies.
Other Observations
In addition to the positive observations described above, other observations from this initial
study include the following:
It was observed that during this period of dramatic downsizing of all participating
departments and agencies, the roles and missions of the agencies as currently
established has, in some cases, produced an overlap of functions and
responsibilities. This was a limiting factor in defining some facility improvements or
savings/de-commissioning. Nonetheless, the review concentrated on best technical
approaches and opportunaties which might guide future strategic planning. The
agency heads may want to review overlapping functions and responsibilities to
determine if and where greater efficiendes/cost reduction could result without
impacting negatively on the agency milestones.
The baseline mission model projection for the next 30 years requires a limited
number of new facilities (e.g., the Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory for Space
Station). However, there is a continuing requirement for substantial investment
in upgrading and enhancing the facility infrastructure to maintain operational
viability and achieve substantial economies in outyears (e.g., Air Force Range
Standardization and Automation Program).
Substantial cost savings can best be realized when consolidation of activities
results in reduced workforce requirements through increased efficiency and
elimination of duplicative effort. Closure or consolidation without workforce
reductions will only result in modest savings.
Working Group Observations
Several observations emerged from the three technical working groups.
Manufacturing
• Almost all manufacturing facilitiesare significantlyunderutilized and can
support the mission model without expansion, Consolidation of
Contractor-Owned-Contractor-Operated (COCO) facilities will be driven by
market forces and government actions.
• Investment will be required to incorporate state-of-the-art manufacturing
technologyand for routine maintenance and refurbishment (M&R).
• Major costs in Government-Owned-Contractor-Operated (GOCO) facilities
are not driven by operations and maintenance (O&M) costs, but rather by
workforoe. The elimination of duplicative workforces will result in major savings
and allow facility consolidations which will reduce O&M costs.
• Although outside the scope of the facilities study, there is a joint government
and aerospace concern that potential loss of lower-tier suppliers in the
industrial base will impact support to future business.
Mission Operations and Training
• Proliferation of flight and crew training capabilities exist at various locations.
• There is a scattering of mission payload training and control capabilities.
• People and skills are as important as facilities. Several areas exist where
critical skills are possessed by an aging workforce and few provisions have
been made for skill transfer.
• Declining mission orbital support requirements, based on the projected
mission model, will only increase the system capacity excess.
Payload Processing, Launch, and Recovery
• Many facilities are underutilized and can easily support the mission model for
the next 30 years.
• Major initiatives now in process will significantly improve the way we do
business and achieve substantial economies in out years.
• Joint and shared use of facilities to support the commercial market is
possible and desirable.
SCHEDULE
The following two figures show examples of major recommendations identified by the
working groups. Figure 2 includes Category 1A recommendations and the proposed
implementation schedule. Figure 3 addresses Category 2 recommendations, which include
continuing or initiating further studies. The recommendation charts found in Section II identify
agencies/offices responsible for performing the Category 2 studies.
RECOMMENDATION
lidation of Dedicated
DMSP Facilities
Move AF Space Operations
Training to Falcon AFB
. Construct Neutral Buoyancy
Facility, Close WETF, NBS
,I Construction of SSME
Shop,Expand in Existing Facility
Transfer Ft. Irwin Antennas
from Army to NASA
Yellow Creek
Explore Alternate uses of Fac.
Support Divestiture of
AF Plant Facilities
Close Slidell Computer
Complex
Cancel Proposed New EOS
Processing Facilities
Range Standarization and
Automation
Support Commercial
Space Ventures
Mothball/Abandon
Launch Pads
Upgrade Poker Flat
Research Range
i Surplus/Find Use for Hypergolic
Storage Facility at CCAFS
Consolidate Spacelab Data
Processing Facility
Figure 2.
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Space Operations Schedule (Category 1A)
RECOMMENDATION
Continue/Initiate Mission
Operations Studies
Evaluate Consolidating SOC 37
at Falcon AFB
Evaluate Closing SOC 38/39
Continue Utilization of
Downey (NIP) and Palmdale
(AF Plant 42, Site 1)
Close/Replace Bermuda, Merritt
Island, Ponce DeLeon Stations
W/Simpler Infrastructure
Evaluate Reallocating Facilities
(Dates Available)
Study and Coordinate Feasibility
Plan to Share Underutilized
Titan Facilities w/Delta Program
Evaluate Commercial
Space Ventures
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Figure 3. Space Operations Schedule (Category 2)
IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
Table 1 is a spreadsheet which summarizes the costs of all Categories 1A and 2
recommendations.
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PAYLOAD PROCESSING, LAUNCH, AND RECOVERY
WORKING GROUP
INTRODUCTION
The Payload Processing, Launch, and Recovery (PPLR) Working Group of the Space
Operations Facilities Task Group was chartered to formulate a coordinated national plan for
world class PPLR facilities in support of space operations to satisfy current and projected
needs for both commercial and Government requirements. More specifically, the team's
purpose was to define where consolidation and/or closure of existing facilities is appropriate,
determine where United States PPLR facilities do not meet national space operations needs,
and identify world class facilities.
The working group took a three-phase approach to attain its objectives. The fhst phase (Data
Acquisition) identified and collated all data which supported the National Mission Model. The
Mission Model was used as the study baseline. The Mission Model lists vehicle and payload
types, including but not limited to: Titan, Atlas, and Delta expendable launch vehicles;
Transfer Orbiter Stage (TOS), Inertial Upper Stage flUS), and Centaur upper stages; and the
Space Shuttle reusable launch vehicle. The vehicles named in the Mission Model and the
launch facilities needed for their support of the nation's space launch program were the focus
of the working group. The working group also considered payload processing and recovery
requirements. Sources of data included Government facility master plan handbooks from
different sites, data packs obtained from contractors, assorted existing studies, and site visits
to launch facilities, including White Sands Missile Range, NM; Kennedy Space Center, FL;
Cape Canaveral AFS, FL; Vandenberg AFB, CA; Wallops Flight Facility, VA; and Poker Flat
Research Range, AIC This data was collected and analyzed using the following assumptions:
lo
.
Only Government-owned direct launch support and payload processing facilities were
included.
a.
b.
Scope
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
Contractor facilities were not considered.
Operational ballistic missile weapons systems were not included as launch
vehicles.
of the project:
Launch site payload processing facilities
Launch complexes/facilities
Range and range-support capabilities
Recovery and landing sites
Direct launch support
Commercial space initiatives
P1/WI_5 _NF'81_UBTA..qlLI_'T
PAYLOAD PROCESSING, LAUNCH, AND RECOVERY
WORKING GROUP
INTRODUCTION (Cont)
In phase two (Data Compilation), the working group developed a facility database to identify
and describe facilities within the project scope. Over 700 different facilities were included
and over 2000 hours were expended in compiling necessary data about each facility (e.g.,
door sizes, crane capacities, processing bay sizes, etc.). Data was then entered into the new
computerized database.
In phase three (Data Assessment), each facility in the database was analyzed against the
requirementsof the Mission Model and was processed in accordance with the flow-down
requirementsas shown in the logicchart(seefigm'¢).
Following the decisiontreeflow-down, the working group analyzedeach facilityand made
recommendations in accordance with one of fourcategories:1A, 1B, 2, and 3. These
categorieswere developed and compiled intoa format forthe finalreportfor the Payload
Processing,Launch, and Recovery Working Group.
Summary of FacilityInventoryand Findings
Facilitieswith re.commended change (CAT IA) 144
Facilitieswith no recommended change (CAT IB) 333
Facilitiestillunder analysis(CAT 2) 97
Facilitiesnot evaluated(CAT 3) 128
Total facilityinventory 702
The followingpages represcntthe group findingsand recommendations.
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Figure PPLR-51.
Shuttle Landing Facility (SLF) Weather Observation Facility (KSC)
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/Figure PPLR-68.
Delta Solid Motor Assembly Facility (Area 57) (CCAFS)
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65, Booster Assembly, VAB/HTF, Bay 2
661Booster Assembly, VAB/HTF, High Bay
67 Admln, VAB/HTF
68 Malntenance, VAB/HTF
VAFB PK
VAFB PK
VAFB PK,SICBM
VAFB SPACE
VAFB SPACE
VAFB SRMU
VAFB SRMU
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
Cat,
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
69i Launch Pad, SLC-4E, Titan IV VAFB TITAN IV 3
VAFB TITAN IV
VAFB TiTAN IV
VAFB TITAN IV
VAFB TITAN IV
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
70! Payload Support Facility, Bay 2
711Payload Support Facility, Bay 3
72! Payload Support Facility, Bay 4
73 Payload Support Facility, High Bay
74 Telemetry, 8 foot Antenna, VTRS
75 Telemetry, Quad Helix Antennas (2), VTRS
76 Telemetry, Ground Station, VTRS
77 Data, Data Center, Weather Station VAFB VARIOUS
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
78 Optical, 7 Inch Clnetel Telescope VAFB VARIOUS 3
79 Transportation, Boat Dock VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
80 Waste Treatment Plant,Industrlal(337-341)
81 Admln, Frequency Monitoring Facility
82 Command Transmtr, Cmd Destruct Monitoring
83 Frequency, Frequency Monltorlng Facility
84 Freauency, Radar Monitoring Facility
415/94 Pmge 2
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CATEGORY 3 WORKSHEET
,,,,,,,,
85 IRadar, Air Route Surveillance
86 !Radar, Microwave & Radio Facility
87 Maintenance, Protective Equipment High Bay
88 Maintenance, Protective Equipment Low Bay
89 Inflation Shelter, Upper Air Observatory
q0 Fuels, Hypergollc Stockpile Storage (972-979)
91 Frequency, HF Radio Transmlttlng Site
92 Maintenance, Munitions
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
1251
1261
Location
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
Launch Pad, SLC-1E (HAIR Site) VAFB
VAFBLaboratory, Precision Measurement Equip. Lab.
Telemetry, Operational Support and Test Fac
Inflation Shelter, Upper Air Observatory
Inflation Shelter, Upper Air Observatory
Transportation, Airfield, Vandenberg AFB
Radar, Have Stare
VAFB
Frequency, HF Receiver Site
Laboratory, Radio Frequency Measurement
Laboratory, Test Area
Test Van, RFMeasurements
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
Maintenance, Refurbishment/Corrosion Control VAFB
VAFB
Laboratory, Radio Frequency Measure., Bay 1
Laboratory, Radio Frequency Measurement
Test Van, Command Receiver
TestVan, Range SafetyTestVan
TestVan, Transponder
TestVan, Transponder TestVan One
Laboratory,CallbratlonLab
Maintenance, Component Cleaning Fac., Bay 1
Maintenance, Component Cleaning Fac, Clean Rm
Admln, Remote Launch Control
Radar, 60 Foot Tr&C Antenna, VTS
Maintenance, VTS
Admln, VTS
Radar, 10 Meter Antenna, VTS
Radar, 46 Foot Tr&c Antenna, VTS
Optical, 36 Inch Telescope, Anderson Peak
Optical, 8 Inch Telescope
Command Transmitter, Site 6, Cmd Destruct
Telemetry, Receiving, Communications Relay
Telemetry, Receiving, Ground Station
Optical, 10 Inch Telescope
Optical, 24 Inch Telescope
VAFB
VAFB
Mission
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
cai':
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
?aqe 3
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.........Fac"_ ............................................
127 Optlcal,7 Inch ClnetelTelescope
128 ARIA
Location H Mission
VAFB VARIOUS
WPAFB VARIOUS
Cat.
3
3
Pa_e 4
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CATEGORY 1A WORKSHEET
........ Location MissionFoc,, ......... "i.'.................. I
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
41
42
Antigua Radar Blclg
Antigua Telemetn/Bldg
Antigua Command Bldg
iAntlguaComm/Ops Bulldlng
'AntlguaRadar Bldg
Ascenslon Radar Blclg
Ascenslon Telemetry Blclg
Ascenslon Comm/Ops Bulldlng
Delta Launch Ops Faclllt7
SLC 17 Blockhouse
Centaur Processing Facility
CX-46
Range Operations Control Center (ROCC) Hlghbays
XY Communication Bldg
Cape Radar Butldlng
FSA -1 Hypergolic Storage Faclll_
Tel-IV Building / N6-2296
KSC Radar Building / Q6-82
Launch Equipment Test Facility (LETF)
Launch Pad 39A
ANTIGUA
ASRM Kneel Down Transporter
Helicopters
ANTIGUA
ANTIGUA
ANTIGUA
ANTIGUA
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
• VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUSASCEN
ASCEN VARIOUS
ASCEN VARIOUS
CCAFS DELTA
CCAFS DELTA
CCAFS
CCAFS
CCAFS
CCAFS
CCAFS
CCAFS
CCAFS/KSC
CCAFSIKSC
KSC
TITAN
TRIDENT
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
STS
KSC STS
Launch Pad 39B KSC STS
KSC STS
KSC
KSC
KSC/VAI:B
KSC/VAFB
KSC/VAFB
KSC/VAFB
KSC/VAFB
KSC/VAFB
KSC/VAFB
KSC/VAFB
Orbiter Protective Enclosure
EOS Facllllty
Scout Blockhouse/589
Scout FabrlcatlonShop/584
Scout Launch Pad and Movable Shelter/580
Scout Pad Operations Support Bldg/582
Scout SplnTestBlockhouse/996
Scout Spin Test Facility/995
Scout Spin Test Support Bldg/997
VAFB Scout Loglstlcs Bldg1988
Payload Processlng,Scout/596
Scout Ordlnance Assy Bldg /960
White Sands Space Harbor
PAFB Radar Bulldlng
Rocket Assembly bldg "C*/PFRR
OpticalObservatory/PFRR
Launch Areas 3/PFRR
Poker FlatTelemetT7 FaclIIty/PFRR
PFRR Sclence Operatlons Center (SOC)
KSC/VAFB
KSC/VAFB
KSC/VAFB
KSC/WSSH
PAFB
PFRR
PFRR
PFRR
PFRR
STS
STS
EOS
SCOUT
SCOUT
PFRR
SCOUT
SCOUT
SCOUT
SCOUT
SCOUT
SCOUT
SCOUT
SCOUT
STS
VARIOUS
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
IA
IA
IA
-IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
415194
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441
45_
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
Facilth/
Launch Pad, ABRES A3
Launch Control Center, ABRES A
CATEGORY 1A WORKSHEET
..... . !. ! ocation M  lon
Payload Processing, Payload Changeout Room
Launch Pad, SLC-6
Admin, SLC-6 Entry Control Point
Launch Pad, SLC-6 Mobile Service Tower (390A)
Launch Pad, SLC-6 Access Tower (390C)
Launch Pad, SLC-6 Launch Mount
Admin, Operations Support Building, SLC-6
Storage Facility, ABRES A
Launch Pad, ABRES A2
VAFB AMROC
VAFB AMROC
VAFB Commercial
VAFB Commercial
VAFB Commercial
VAFB Commercial
VAFB Commercial
VAFB Commercial
VAFB Commercial
VAFB Commercial
VAFB Commercial
VAFB EAGLE
VAFB EAGLE
VAFB OLD ATLAS
VAFB OLD ATLAS
VAFB OLD ATLAS
VAFB OLD ATLAS
VAFB TAURUS
VAFB TITAN I
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
VAFB VARIOUS
Booster Assembly, E'Prime
Storage, ABRES B
Admln, Storage Facllfly, ABRES A
Storage Facility, ABRES A, Bay 1
Storage Facility, ABRES A, Bay 2
Launch Pad, ABRES A1
Launch Pad, 576E
Launch Pad, 395A (1875/7/9)
Admln, SLC-6 North Entry Control Point
Booster Assembly, Shuttle Assembly Bldg
HVAC, Ice Suppression System, SLC-6
HVAC, SLC-6 North Fan House
HVAC, Support Equipment/Air Conditioning
Fuels, SLC-6 Liquid Hydrogen Storage
Admln, SLC-6 Operations Support Bldg
Fuels, Helium Transfer Faclllly
Fuels, Fuel Holding Area (3901")
Fuels, Oxidizer Holding Area (390P)
Waste Processing, Exhaust Ducts (390F/J/IO
Launch Control Center, SLC-6
Fuels, Propane Storage Tank (393B)
HVAC, Support Equlpment/Alr Conditioning
Admln, Ready Building, SLC-6
Admin, SLC-6 Complex Service Bldg
Laboratory, Fuel Laboratory
Radar, Saipan Space Surveillance Station
Elec Pwr Stn, ABRES A
Telemetry,I0 Meter Antenna, VTRS
Telemetry,30 Foot Antenna, VTRS
Radar,AN/FPS-16 #2
Radar, ANIFPS-16 #I
Cat.
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
PaQe 2
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CATEGORY 1A WORKSHEET
,,,,,,, l
85 Optical,LA-24 TrackingTelescope ............
86 Radar, AN/MPS-39 (MOTR)
87 Comm, S. VAFB Communications Center
88 Command Transmitter, Site 3, Cmd Destruct
89 Radar, AN/TPQ-18
90 Command Transmltter,Slte2,Cmd Destruct
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
I04
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
Radar, Hlgh Accuracy Instrumen.Radar (HAIR) -
ROCC, AcqulsltlonData System (ADS)
ROCC, Launch Operatlons ControlCenter
ROCC, MlsslleRlghtControlCenter
ROCC, Range Operatlons ControlCenter
ROCC, Range Operations ControlCenter
ROCC, Range Safety DisplaySystem
ROCC, Telemetry Analog Equipment Room
ROCC, Telemetry Integrated Processing System
ROCC, Area Control Center
ROCC, Command Management Center
ROCC, Consolidated Range Simulation System
ROCC, Microfilm
ROCC, Range Control Center #2
ROCC, Terminal Room & Prototype Room
Comm, Communlcatlons Center
Comm, Network ControlCenter
Frequency, Frequency Control & Analysis
Data, Metric Data Processing System
Radar, AN/TPQ-39
Data, Operations Center,Weather Statlon
Command Transmitter,CentralControlProc System
Command Transmltter,SiteI,Cmd Destruct
Comm, Network ControlCenter
Frequency, HF Recelver Station
Frequency, HF TransmitterSite
Radar, AN/FPQ- 14
Telemetry,Recelvlng,40 footAntenna
Telemetry,Recelvlng,80 footAntenna
Command Transmitter,Slte4,Cmd Destruct
Radar, AN/FPQ-6
Radar, AN/MPS-36
Malntenance, ServiceShop, ABRES A
Maintenance, ServlceShop, ABRES A, Bay I
Payload PreparatlonRoom, Bay I
Payload PreparatlonRoom, Bay 2
Location
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
I Mission
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
Cat.
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
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127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
CATEGORY 1A WORKSHE_I
Facllffy " " ._" ........................ Locdion
Payload PreparationRoom, Clean Room VAFB
NASA 429,1-88ElectraAlrcraff WFF
NASA 430 SC-7 Skyvan Aircraft
SELVS Payload ProcessingFacility/M-16
Above Ground ExplosiveStorage Magazlne/M-20
Payload Assembly and Checkout Bldg/V-25
Payload Assembly and Checkout Bldg/V-26
Pad 4/W-30
Pad 3A Scout Laucher Complex/W-96
NSWC Combat Sys Performance TestFacllltylZ-41
TransportableVan #2/40 ffExpandable traller
NASA 427,C- 130Q Alrcraft
Orbital Tracking Facility, 7.3M Sys
Orbital Tracking Facility, 18M ADAS
Orbital Tracking Facllllty, OTS 1
Orbital Tracking Facility, OTS 2
Orbital Tracking Faclllty SATAN RX
Orbital Tracklnq Facility, TDMA
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
Mission
VARIOUS
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
Cat.
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
Fsqe 4
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I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
211
22i
23!
24
25
26
27!
28_
29!
30
31
32
331
341
351
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
CATEGORY1BWORKSHEET
IFac,,y_. '........ Location........i'
Ascension Met Rocket Launch Control Building
Ascension Met Rocket Munitions Storage
SLC 36B CCAFS
SLC- 17 A & B CCAFS ATLAS
SLC-36 Blockhouse CCAFS ATLAS
Hangar J
Delta Mlsslon Checkout Facility
Delta Solld Motor Assembly Faclllty (Area 57)
Delta Solid Motor Storage Facility (Area 57)
Delta Horizontal Processlng Faclllty
2nd Stage Hlgh Pressure Test Facility
Delta Solid Motor Storage Facllity
Hangar M
Delta 2nd Stage Checkout Facility (Area 55)
Delta Fllght Hardware Storage Faclllty
DSCS Processing Faclll_
NAVSTAR Processing Facility
NAVSTAR Satellite Storage Facillty
CX 47 Launch Control Bldg
Propellant Servicing Faclllty
FSA-2
Satellite Assembly Building
FSA-5
Command/Control Building
Cape Weather Operations Building
CX-20 Blockhouse
Orbiter Mate/Demate Device (MDDi
Scientific Baloon Flight Faclllty/Ft Sumner New Mexlco
Aldock/M7-360/SSPF
High Bay/M7-3OO/SSPF
Intermediate Bay/M7-360/SSPF
Support AreaslM7-3601SSPF
KSC Shuttle Landing Faclllty
Orbiter Mate/Demate Device (MDD)
Base Operations Bldg/M6-339
CanisterRotation Faclllty
CentralInstrumentationFacility((::;IF)
CentralSupply Warehouse (M6-744)
Supply Warehouse No. I,M6-794
Supply Warehouse No. 2, M6-698
Crawler Transporter, CTI
Crawler Transporter, CT2
Mlsslon
ASCEN NAVY
ASCEN NAVY
ATLAS
CCAFS ATLAS
CCAFS DELTA
CCAFS DELTA
CCAFS DELTA
CCAFS DELTA
CCAFS DELTA
CCAFS DELTA
CCAFS DELTA
CCAFS DELTA
CCAFS
CCAFS
DELTA
GPS
CCAFS GPS
CCAFS GPS
CCAFS Met Rocket
CCAFS VARIOUS
CCAFS VARIOUS
CCAFS VARIOUS
CCAFS
CCAB
CCAB
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
CCAFS VARIOUS
DRYDEN STS
FTSUMNER SUBORB
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
KSC STS
KSC STS
KSC STS
4 Cat.
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
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CATEGORY I B WORKSHEET
mm B
Location
..........IFacN!tY .............. ..... Mlsslon Cat.
43 Electromagnetlc Laboratory KSC STS IB
44
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
7O
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
Engineering Development Laboratory
Headquarters Bldg/M6-399
High Bay 1 CelINAB
High Bay 2 CelINAB
High Bay 3 CelINAB
High Bay 4 CelINAB
High Bay Towers (6)/VAB
High Bay Transfer Alsle/VAB
LB Cells(4)LB ArealEost/VAB
LB Cells(4)LBArea/West/VAB
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
LBTransfer Aisle/VAB KSC
Utility AnnexlK6-947 KSC
HMF N. Processing Bldg/E. High Bay/M7-961 KSC
HMF N. Processing Bldg/Support Area/M7-961
HMF N. Processing Bldg/W. High Bay/M7-961
HMF S. Processing Bldg/E. High Bay/M7-1212
HMF S. Processing Bldg/Support Area/M7- ] 212
HMF S. Processing Bldg/West High Bay/M7-1212
HMF Storage Bldg East/M7-1412
HMF Storage Bldg West/MT- 1410 KSC
HMF Support Bldg/M7-1061 KSC
Launch Equipment Shop (LES) KSC
LCC/4th Roor Office KSC
LCC ControlRoom 11FR-I/ThlrdFloor
LCC Control Room 2/FR-2/Thlrd Floor
LCC Control Room 3/FR-3/Third Floor
LCC Control Room 4/FR-4/Third Floor
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STSKSC
KSC STS
KSC STS
KSC STS
KSC STS
KSC STS
I<SC
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
KSC STS
KSC STS
KSC STS
STSLCCIFIrstRoor Office KSC
LPS Central Data Subsystem Area/2nd Floor KSC STS
LoglstlcsFaclllty/K6-1547 KSC STS
Moblle Launcher PlatformI KSC STS
Moblle Launcher Platform2 KSC STS
Mobile Launcher Platform3 KSC STS
KSC STSOperations Support Bldg/K6-1096
OPF Annex 1 & 2 KSC
OPF Bay 1 KSC
OPF Bay 2 KSC
OPF HB 3 KSC
KSC
STS
STS
OPF Low Bay 3
OPF Low Bay' Area/OPF 1 & 2
STS
_I_
STS
KSC STS
Orbffer Transporter, P70-0854 KSC :51:5
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
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86
87
88
89
9O
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
I02
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
1161
1171
I181
119I
1211
122
123
124:
125
126
CATEGORY IB WORKSHEE!
iFo ,.y...............................
Ordnance Storage Faclllty
Payload Shlpplng Cont. (Hubble) (P70-0870) KSC
Payload Canlster(P70-0870)2 EA KSC
Payload Support Faclllty/M7-505 KSC
Proce_!ng ControlCenter/K6-1094 KSC
Location
KSC
SRM Contractor SupportBldg/K6-0445
SRM Shop/Storage BldglK6-0446
SRM Support Bldg/K6-0495
!SRM Surge Bldg #I/K6-0497
!SRM Surge Bldg #2/K6-0345
ISRM Rotatlon/Proce_ng Fac./K6-0494
SRM Transporter(P77V-0828)(2)
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
KSC
VPF AIrlock KSC
i[:_Ml on......cot
STS I B
Si-$ IB
STS I B
STS I B
STS I B
STS I B
STS I B
STS I B
STS IB
STS IB
STS IB
STS IB
STS IB
VPF High Bay
VPF Operation Support Bldg
Thermal Protection System (TPS) Fac.
Turn Basin
Big 3 Focllity
Converter Compressed Facllth/(CCF)
SAEF-2 Airlock/M7-1210
SAEF-2 High Bay/M7-1210
SAEF-2 Support Areas/M7-1210
Aldock/PayIoad Hazardous Servicing Fac.
Facility Control Bldg/PHSF
High Bay/Payload Hazardous Servicing Fac.
Radioisotope Thermal Generator Facility
CD&SC
Payload Storage Bldg
Development TestLab/M7-581
Edwards AFB
CCAFS Engineeringand Operations Bldg/60650
North Wlng/AE
South Wlng/AE
SRB Recovery FacUlty/AF
SRB Recovery Shlps/NA
Alrlock/Hangar S
ControlRoom I/Hangar S
ControlRoom 2/Hangar S
High Bay I/Hangar S
High Bay 2/Hangar S
South Annex/Hangar S
Suooort Areas/Hangar S
KSC STS
KSC STS
KSC STS
KSC STS
KSC STS
KSC STS
KSC _I_/ELV
KSC _I_/ELV
KSC _/ELV
KSC 51_/ELV
KSC STS/ELV
KSC STS/ELV
KSC _I_/ELV
KSC _I_/ELV
KSC VARIOUS
KSC VARIOUS
KSC/CALIF. STS
KSC/CCAFS ELV
KSCICCAFS ELk/
KSCICCAFS ELV
KSCICCAFS STS
KSCICCAFS STS
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV
KSCICCAFS STSIELV
KSCICCAFS STSIELV
KSCICCAFS STSIELV
KSCICCAFS SisIELV
KSC/CCAFS _I$/ELV
KSCICCAFS STSIELV
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
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CATEGORY 1B WORKSHI:_/
.........IFac, .... "..............-......... ........ .............
127 Central Frame Low Bay/AE
128 High Bay Clean Room Complex/AE
129 Hangar L, LSSF
130 Missile Research Test Blclg (MRTB)
131 Yundum Intematlonal
132 Anderson Alr Force Base
133 iHIckam Air Force Base
134 Ben Gueflr Air Field
135 Moron Air Base
136 Zaragoza Alrbase
137 Delta Admlnistrattve/169P,
138 Delta Launch Control Center/1622
139 Delta Launch Pad/1623
Location Mission
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV
KSCICCAFS STSIELV
KSCICCAFS STSIELV
KSC/GAMBIA STS
KSCIGUAM STS
K.SC/HAWAII STS
:SC/MOROCC( STS
KSC/SPAIN STS
140 Delta SRM Processing HB/1670
141 DeltaSRM ProcessingLB/1670
142 Delta Tech. Shops/1615/1618/1621/1629/1632
143 MlssionDlrectorsCenter/840
144 VAFB Engineering and Operations/840
145 VAFB NASA Supply Bldg/839
146 High Bay/VAFB Spacecraft Lab
147 VAFB Support Shop/831
148 VAFB Hazardous Payload Processing Bldg/1610
149 Spacecraft Lab 11836
150 Spacecraft Lab 2/836
151 TelemetryStatlon/836
152 VAFB Tracking Station/810/811
153 Emergency Landlng Sites (ELS) High Inclination
154 Emergency Landing Sites (ELS) Low Inclination
155 Test and Evaluation Bldg # 25 NSBFTexas
156 High Bay Staging Area (East)
157 High Bay Staging Area (West)
158 Operations Contorl Center
KSC/SPAIN STS
KSC/VAFB DELTA
KSC/VAFB DELTA
KSC/VAFB DELTA
KSC/VAFB DELTA
KSC/VAFB DELTA
KSC/VAFB DELTA
KSC/VAFB DELTA
KSC/VAFB DELTA
KSC/VAFB DELTA
KSC/VAFB DELTA
KSC/VAFB DELTA
KSC/VAFB NOAA
KSC/VAFB VARIOUS
KSC/VAFB VARIOUS
KSC/VAFB VARIOUS
K.SC/VAFB VARIOUS
KSC/VARIOUS STS
KSC/VARIOUS STS
NSBF SUBORB
NSBF SUBORB
NSBF SUBORB
NSBF SUBORB
PFRR SUBORB
PFRR SUBORB
PFRR SUBORB
PFRR SUBORB
PFRR SUBORB
PFRR SUBORB
Stuart, FL VARIOUS
VAFB ATLAS
VAFB MM
VAFB MM
159 Bockhouse PFRR
160! Payload Assembly Bldg PFRR
161 Poker Flat Research Range Office PFRR
162 Rocket Storage Bldg PFRR
163 Launch Areas 1&2 PFRR
164 Launch Area 4 PFRR
165
166
167
168
JDMTA Instumentatlon Facility
Launch Pad, 576G
Launch Pad, LF-21
Launch Pad, LF-23
Cat.
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
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169
CATEGORY 1B-WORKSHEET
Faclll_ . ' .....................
Launch Pad, LF-24
Location Mlsslon Cat.
VAFB MM IB
170 Launch Pad, LF-25 VAFB MM 1B
171 Launch Pad, LF-10 VAFB MM 1B
172 Launch Pad, LF-26 VAFB M M 1B
173 Launch Pad, LF-04 VAFB MM 1B
174 Launch ControlCenter, 01B VAFB MM 1B
175 Launch Pad, LF-07 VAFB MM 1B
176 Launch Pad, LF--09 VAFB MM 1B
177 Launch ControlCenter, 01A VAFB MM, PK 1B
1781Launch ControlCenter, 01E-01C VAFB MM, PK 1B
179 _Launch Pad, LF-08 VAFB PK 1B
180!Launch Pad, TestPad 01 VAFB PK 1B
181!Launch Pad, LF-02 VAFB PK 1B
182! Launch Pad, LF-05 VAFB PK 1B
183 Launch Pad, LF-03 VAFB RSLP 1B
184 Launch Pad Shelter,LF-03 VAFB RSLP 1B
185 Launch Pad Shelter,LF-06 VAFB RSLP 1B
186 Launch Pad, LF-06 VAFB RSLP 18
VAFB TITAN 1B187;Launch Pad, 395D
188 Radar 6/Y-60 WFF SUBORB 1B
189 Moblle Range InstrumentationRadar #2
190 Mobile Range InstrumentationRadar #8
1911Mobile Range Instrumentation Radar #9
192
WFF SUBORB 1B
WFF SUBORB 1B
WFF SUBORB IB
WFF SUBORB IBNASA 426,P-3BAlrcraft
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
2OO
201
2O2
2O3
2O4
2O,5
2O6
207
2O8
2O9
210
AircraftWash Apron WFF SUBORB 1B
WFF SUBORB 1B
WFF SUBORB IB
WFF SUBORB IB
WFF SUBORB 1B
WFF SUBORB 1B
WFF SUBORB 1B
WFF SUBORB 1B
WFF SUBORB 1B
WFF SUBORB 1B
WFF SUBORB 1B
WFF SUBORB IB
WFF SUBORB IB
WFF SUBORB IB
WFF SUBORB IB
WFF SUBORB 1B
WFF SUBORB IB
WFF SUBORB IB
FuelTruckParkingApron
Runway 04122
Runway 10128
Runway 17/35
WFF Control Tower Cab
Runway Radar 18
FireStation
Alrbome Radar System O&M Shop
Hangar Bay 13-I
Closed ClrcultTelevlslon
Information Technology Center
Procurement and Fiscal Offices Ubrary/E-105
Technical Ubran/
Code 840 Integrated Data Systtem Office
Computer room
IntrumentatlonRoom
RankleControlCenter
415114
Paqe $
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211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
2231
224 i
225
226,
227:
228,
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
CATEGORY IB WORKSHEET
"' ...........toc ,on.... on.....Cat'
Range Management Office
Sounding Rocket/Balloon Projects Office
SUBORB
Weather Forecast Office
Data and Communications Systems Section Eng Lab
Range EnglneerlngE-I08
Telemetry Lab
Data and Communications Systems Section Eng Lab
Mobile Radar Shop/Office/Storage E-134
IonosphericSoundlng, E-144
Reproduction and Graphlcs Arts
Telecommunlcatlons FacUlty
WFF Administration
WFF
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF
WFF
Logistics, Management and Shipping
Printed Circuit Layout and Photo Plotting Lab
Printed Circuit Processing Lab
Supply WFF
Ultrom_ nic Cleaning Faclltty
Attitude Control Sys. Lab. Pneumatic Fabrication & Test
Attitude Control System Lab. -Elec Fabrication & Test
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
Attitude Control System Lab- Magnetic Air Bearing
Dynamic Balance Facility
Experimental Mechanical Construction
Right Vehicle and Systems Section Lab
Integratlon and Checkout Faclllty
Uquld Nitrogen Facility
Mo_ Properties Measurements Lab
Rotary Accelerator Lab
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
SpinTestand Development Lab
StaticsLoad Lab
WFF
Thermal Vacuum and Space Simulation Lab
Vibration Lab
Facility Operations Shop F-16
Recelvlng,F-19
WFF
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORBWFF
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF
WFF
WFF
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
Magnetic Reld SimulationLaboratory/[:-23
!QualityVertflcatlonFacilityF-160
Earthen Covered Bunker Storage MagcaJne M-9
Earthen Covered Bunker Storage Magazine M-10
Earthen Covered Bunker Storage Magazine M-11
Earthen Covered Bunker Storage Magazine M-12
Earthen Covered Bunker Storage Magazine M-14
Explosive Support M-15
Above Ground Explosive Storage Magazine M-22
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
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2,53
254
255
256
257
2,58
259
260
261
262
263
264
26,5
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
27,5
276
277:
2781
279
280
281
282
283
284
28,5
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
Faclltty
CATEGORY IB WORKSHEET
Reception Center And VlsltorControl N-127
ASR-7 Radar System Operatlon And Malntenance
BalloonR&D Laboratory
_Maln Base Termlnal
N-159 Hangar Bay
Data AnalyslsLab N-161
Master TimingStation
MeteorologlcalOperations
Moblle TelemetryMTI
MoblleTelemetry MT2
Moblle TelemetryMT3
OrbttalTracklngFacility,TOMS 24ftSys
RF Communlcatlons Receiver Slte
TelemetrySystems
MeteorologlcalBallonLaunch FacllltyN-179
ASRF UHF Radar U-25
ASRF (SPANDAR) Radar Signal Processor (RSP-S)
ASRF (SPANDAR) S Band Radar
ASRF Bectrlc Reid Mill Network (EFMN)
ASRF Env. Data Acq. & Data Recording Sys (EDARS)
ASRF Ughtnlng Detection And Ranging
ASRFSFERICSFacility
ASRF UHF Radar Signal Processor
Mobile Radar Laboratory U-40
Command Transmitter, U-55
Location
WFF
N Mission
SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF
WFF
SUBORB
SUBORB
Communlcatlons Transmitters,U-55 WFF SUBORB
AN-FPQ-6 Radar U-70 WFF SUBORB
Camara Station#4 U-80 WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORBCamara Station #5 Short Range Optical Tracker
Carnara Station #8 MARKI IFLOT WFF SUBORB
Camara Station#15 MARKIIIIFLOT WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
Camara Station#2 ShortRange OpticalTracker
SplnControlControlCenter V-50
North Spin Bay, V-55
South Spln Bay,V-45
Rocket Motor Storage V-80
AML 20k Launcher Pad 3B W-5
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
Assembly Shop 4 W-15 WFF SUBORB
Blockhouse #3 W-20 WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF
WFF
Range Ground Support Equip Bldg W-22
A_embly Shop 5 w-40
Pad 5 W-45
SUBORB
SUBORB
Cat.
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB
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295
296
297:
298
299'
300:
301!
302_
303:
304 _
3D5_
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
3131
314l
315!
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
CATEGORY IB WORKSHEET
FixedArea Dome V-100,W-60, W-115, Y-110
Assembly Shop 3 W-65
Damage Control Fire Station X-5
SPS-64Radar InstallatlonX-7
Island Optical Sectiopn X-15
Payload Processing Faclll_ Xo15
Paint Shop Support Bldg X-30
Launcher Maintenance Facility (Room 100) X-35
Launch Support Services Bldg X-55
Island Terminal Bldg X-75
Meteorological Observation Center X-85
MeteorologicalInstrumentDevelopment Lab X-86
Assembly Shop2 Y-15
Blockhouse 2 Y-30
Launch Pad 2 Y-35,Y-35B
Radar 3 Y-55
300'Met Tower Y-81
160'Met Tower Y-85
Uquld Propellant Storage Z-20 and Z-25
Launch Area '0' Service Bldg Z-40
Block House 1 Z-65
Launch Pad IZ-70
Camara StatlonZ-100
Launch Pad 0A Pad 0A
WFF Cable Plant
Moblle 7.5KMRL Launcher
Mobile Equipment Shipping Containem
Mobile Improved 'HAD" Launchers 1 &2
Mobile Improved "HAD" Launcher 3
Moblle Range InstrumentationRadar 10
New Mobile TM Traller40'
TransportableClean Room #I
Transportable Clean Room #2
Transportable Clean Room #3
Transportable Orbital Tracking System (TOTS)
Transportable Van # 126' RV
New TransportableVan # TBA/40' Expandable Trailer
TOTS expandable ISO Contalner
Launch Comolex -36 (LC-36)(630Launcher Complex) WSMI
Location U'.'Mission......
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF
WFF
SUBORB
SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF
WFF
WFF
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF
WFF
SUBORB
SUBORB
WFF SUBORB
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
WFF
WSMR
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
SUBORB
Cat.
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
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.......Fac, .
I Ascenslon IslandWeather Station
2 Hangar K
3 SLC-36A
CATEGORY 2 WORKSHEET
...... _' ..... R Location......]I
ASCEN
4 Solid Motor Assembly Readiness Facilth/
5 SLC-40
6 !Solid Motor Assembly Bldg - EastBay
7 SLC - 41 (2)
8 Launch Operations Control Center
9 Titan X-Ray Facility
10 Receipt Inspection Shop
11 Payload Fairing Cleaning Facility
12 Solid Motor Assebly Bldg - Highbay •
13 Vertlcle Integration Bldg Cell 3
14 VIB Cell 1
15 VIB Cell2
16 VIB Cell4
Spacecraft Processing and Integration Facility
Range Control Center (RCC)
CentralComputer Complex
SkldStrip
MILA Unlfled "S' Band Faclllh//Ponce de Leon
Altitude Chambers/Deactlvated/O&C
ATM Clean Room/O&C
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24 High Bay/Low Bay/Processing Rooms/O&C
25 Payload Canister Transporter 2EA
26 Modular Office Complex/K6-1200
27 NSLD Bldg I - Repalr/Servlce Center
28 NSLD Bldg 2 - Admlnistratlve/Englneerlng
29 NSLD Support Bldg 3/Lab and Test Fac.
30 NSLD Support Bldg 4/Rlght Hardware Storage
31 NSLD Support Bldg 5/Recelve & Inspec. Fac.
32 NSLD Support Bldg 6/Raw Material Storage
33 Railroad Repair Faclllty/Equlp.
34 High Bay/M7-1104/PSTF-R
35 Bermuda Tracklng Station
36 ESA 60A DBL Bldg Control Room
37 ESA 60A DBL Bldg Laboratory
38 ESA 60A GSE Storage Bldg
39 ESA 60A S&A Bldg Aldock
40 ESA 60A S&A Bldg North Hlgh Bay
41 ESA 60A S&A Bldg South High Bay
42 ESA 60A S&A Control Bldg
Mission NCat.
VARIOUS 2
CCAFS ATLAS 2
CCAFS ATLAS 2
CCAFS TITAN 2
CCAFS TITAN 2
CCAFS TITAN 2
CCAFS TITAN 2
CCAFS TITAN 2
CCAFS TITAN 2
CCAFS TITAN 2
CCAFS TITAN 2
CCAFS TITAN 2
CCAFS TITAN 2
CCAFS TITAN 2
CCAFS TITAN 2
CCAFS TrrAN 2
CCAFS VARIOUS 2
CCAFS VARIOUS 2
CCAFS VARIOUS 2
CCAFS VARIOUS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS 2
KSC STS/ELV 2
KSC/BERMUDA STS 2
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV 2
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV 2
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV 2
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV 2
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV 2
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV 2
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV 2
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44_
45
46
47
48,
49'
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
High Energy X-Ray Facility (HERD
Aldock/Hangar AM
Control Room/Hangar AM
High Bay/Hangar AM
Support Areas/Hangar AM
Alrlock/Hangar AO
Control Rooms/Hangar AO
High Bay/Hangar AO
ESA 60A Satellite Assembly Bldg
ESA 60 Dynamic Balance lab
Orb Post Landing Sating Equip.
Booster Assembly, IRF, High Bay
Storage, Atlas Storage Facility
Storage, Atlas Storage Facility
Storage, Atlas Booster
Storage, Atlas Storage Factllty
Storage, 576C
Payload Falrtng, Atlas, Clean Room
Maintenance, Machine, Atlas
Maintenance, Integ. Refurb. Fac., Paint Booth
Payload Test Facility, Clean Room
Payload Test Facility, Bay 1
Payload Test Facllity, Bay 2
Storage, Mlsslle Storage Bunker (6811-6815)
Storage, Minuteman Bunker (6819/20/21)
Storage, Instru/Fllght Safety, ICF
Storage, Reusable Container Storage
Ordnance, Ordnance Storage Bldg
Ordnance, Ordnance Storage Bldg
Ordnance, Ordnance Storage Bldg
Booster Assy, Missile Assembly Bldg, Addfflon
Booster Assy, Missile Assembly Bldg, Low Bay
Booster Assy, Missile Assy Bldg, Transfer Room
Booster Assy, Missile Assy BId_, Clean Room
Transportaflon, Rail Transfer Facility
Payload Processing, Small Payloads
Booster Assy, Missile Assembly Bldg, High Bay
Storage, SRMU Eclulpment
Ordnance, Titan Ordnance Bunker
Storaae, Hazardous Waste Storage.
CATEGORY 2 WORKSHEEJ
.................. It Loc ,on J
KSC/CCAFS
KSC/CCAFS
lvllssion Cat.
STS/ELV 2
STS/ELV 2
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV 2
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV 2
KSCICCAFS STS/ELV 2
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV 2
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV 2
KSC/CCAFS STS/ELV 2
KSC/CCAFS VARIOUS 2
KSC/CCAFS VARIOUS 2
KSC/WSSH STS 2
VAFB AMROC 2
VAFB ATLAS 2
VAFB ATLAS 2
VAFB ATLAS 2
VAFB ATLAS 2
VAFB ATLAS 2
VAFB ATLAS 2
VAFB ATLAS 2
VAFB ATLAS 2
VAFB DMSP 2
VAFB DMSP 2
VAFB DMSP 2
VAFB MM 2
VAFB MM 2
VAFB MM, PK 2
VAFB MM, PK 2
VAFB MM, PK 2
VAFB PK 2
VAFB PK 2
VAFB PK 2
VAFB PK 2
VAFB RSLP 2
VAFB RSLP 2
VAFB RSLP 2
VAFB RSLP,TAURU,c 2
VAFB SlCBM 2
VAFB TAURUS 2
VAFB TAURUS 2
VAFB TITAN 2
VAFB TITAN 2
VAFB TITAN 2
Paqe 2
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CATEGORY 2 WORKSHEET
...........IF "mL....
85 Storage,SRMU ElectronicsStorage
86 Storage, BoosterSupport, Rammable Storage
87 Payload ProcesslngFaclllty,Hlgh Bay
88 Malntenance, TitanMalntenance
Location Mission
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
VAFB TITAN
Cat.
2
2
2
2
89 Malntenance, TitanMalntenance VAFB TITAN 2
90 Payload Processing Faclllty, Low Bay
91 Booster Assembly, SRMU X-ray Facility
92 HVAC, SLC-4W Payload HVAC
VAFB TITAN 2
VAFB TITAN 2
VAFB TITAN II 2
93 Storage, SLC-4W Equipment Storage
94 Launch Pad, SLC-4W, Titan II
VAFB TITAN II 2
VAFB TITAN II 2
95
96
97
Maintenance, SLC-4W, Contractor ServiceBldg
Waste Processing, Hypergollc Waste Tank
Anechoic Chamber
VAFB TITAN II 2
VAFB VARIOUS 2
VAFB VARIOUS 2
415/94 PIgO 3
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CATEGORY 3 WORKSH_I
31
41
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
Fac,, ' "....
Booster Assembly, IRF, PIMS Bay
Laboratory, IRF, SiS Lab
Launch Pad, SLC-3E,Atlas
Ordnance, Test,Atlas
Admln, Missile Space Research Eng
Admln, Technical Support Facility, C/62, 762A)
Launch Control Center, Atlas
Admln, Arias Command Section,Bay I
Admin, Arias Command Section, Bay 2
Launch Pad, SLC-3W, Arias
Booster Assembly Building, Atlas
Atlas Guidance Station/Titan LCC
Storage, Basement, Payload Preparation
Payload Preparatlon,Bay I
Telemetry,GPS Tracklng Site
Launch ControlCenter, DO
. Location "'"_ Mission
VAFB AMROC
VAFB AMROC
VAFB ATLAS
VAFB ATLAS
VAFB ATLAS
VAFB ATLAS
VAFB ATLAS
VAFB ATLAS
VAFB ATLAS
VAFB ATLAS
VAFB ATLAS
VAFB ATLAS/TITAN
VAFB DMSP
VAFB DMSP
VAFB
VAFB
Launch Control Center, EO VAFB
VAFBBooster Assembly and Checkout Factlity
Test, Proofload Test Facility
Booster Assembly, Missile Processing Facility #2
Storage, Battery Storage Bunker
Maintenance, Integrated Checkout Fac., Bay 1
Test, Instru/FIIght Safety, ICF
Launch Support Center
Waste Processing, IRF, Washdown Area
Maintenance, IRF, Component Refurbishment Rrn
Maintenance, 394 Headquarters Bldg, Bay 1
Maintenance, 394 Headquarters Bldg, Bay 2
Booster Assembly, Missile Processing Facility #1
Booster Assembly, Pegasus, Bay 1
Booster Assembly, Pegasus, Bay 2
Booster Assembly, Pegasus, Clean Room
Maintenance, Mechanical Malnt. Fac., Bay 1
Maintenance, Mechanical Maint. Fac., Bay 2
Booster Assembly, SPF-A
Storage, Depot Storage Facility
Booster Assembly, SPF-B
Launch Pad, Rail Garrison Launch Site
Electric Lab, Bay 1
Electric Lab, Bay 2
Payload Assembly Bldg, Bay 1
Payload Assembly Bldg, Bay 2
GPS
MM
MM
MM
VAFB MM
VAFB MM
VAFB MM
VAFB MM, PK
VAFB MM, PK
VAFB MM, PK
VAFB MM, PK
VAFB MM, PK
VAFB MM0 RSLP
VAFB MM, RSLP
VAFB MM, RSLP
VAFB PEGASUS
VAFB PEGASUS
VAFB PEGASUS
VAFB PK
VAFB PK
VAFB PK
VAFB PK
VAFB PK
VAFB PK
VAFB PK
VAFB PK
VAFB PK
VAFB PK
!1Cat.
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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CATEGORY 3 WORKSHEET
Faclli_ Location Mission
43 Launch Control Center, ITF VAFB PK
44 TestOperatlons ControlCenters I,2,3,ITF
45 Test,TestCells
46 Storage, Integrated Test Facility, Bay 1
47 Admin, Remote Launch Control
48 Launch ControlCenter, Remote La.unchCtrlCtr
49 Launch Pad, TestIgloo(storage),Bay I
50 Launch Pad, TestIgloo(storage),Bay 2
51 Storage, SRM Storage Bldg,Bay I
52 Storage,SRM Storage Bldg,Bay 2
53 BoosterAssembly, SRMU Assembly & Checkout
54 Admln, BoosterMaintenance Support
55,Maintenance, BoosterSupport,Bay I
55 Admln, TitanTechnlcalSupport#2
57 Launch ControlCenter,SLC-4
Cat.
3
VAFB PK 3
VAFB PK 3
VAFB PK, SlCBM 3
VAFB SPACE 3
VAFB SPACE 3
VAFB SRMU 3
VAFB SRMU 3
VAFB TITAN 3
VAFB TITAN 3
VAFB TITAN 3
VAFB TITAN 3
VAFB TITAN 3
VAFB TITAN 3
VAFB TITAN 3
58 Admin, Titan Technical Support #1
59 Booster Assembly, SRM Seg Assembly/Checkout
60 Maintenance, Missile Service 395D
VAFB TITAN 3
VAFB TITAN 3
VAFB TITAN 3
611
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
7O
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
8O
81
82
83
84
Maintenance, Missile Service Facility, 395D (1522/3)
Storage, Booster Support
Maintenance, Payload Support, Clean Room
Payload Processing Facility, Clean Room
Booster Assembly, VAB/HTF, Bay 2
Booster Assembly, VAB/HTF, High Bay
Admln, VAB/HTF
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
Malntenance, VAB/HTF
Launch Pad, SLC-4E,TitanIV
TITAN 3
TITAN 3
TITAN 3
TITAN 3
TITAN 3
TITAN 3
TITAN 3
TITAN 3
Payload Support FacUlty, Bay 2
Payload Support Facility, Bay 3
Payload Support Facility, Bay 4
Payload Support Facility, High Bay
Telemetry, 8 foot Antenna, VTRS
Telemetnf, Quad Helix Antennas (2), VTRS
Telemetry, Ground Station, VTRS
Data, Data Center, Weather Station
Optical, 7 Inch Clnetel Telescope
Transportation, Boat Dock
Waste Treatment Plant, Industrial (337-341)
Admin, Frequency Monfforing Faclllty
Command Transmtr, Cmd Destruct Monitoring
Frequency, Frequency Monitoring Facility
Frequency, Radar Monitoring Facility
TITAN IV 3
TITAN IV 3
TITAN IV 3
TITAN IV 3
TITAN IV 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3VAFB
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_ Facll...!ty.... ...................... I
85 Radar, AlrRoute Survelllance
86 Radar, Microwave & Radio Facility
87 Maintenance, Protective Equipment High Bay
88 Maintenance, Protective Equipment Low Bay
89 Inflation Shelter, Upper Air Observatory
90 Fuels, Hypergollc Stockpile Storage (972-979)
91 Frequency, HF Radio Transmitting Site
92 Maintenance, Munitions
93 Launch Pad, SLC-IE (HAIR Slte)
94 Laboratory, Precision Measurement Equip. Lab.
95 Telemetry, Operational Support and Test Fac
96 Inflation Shelter, Upper Air Observatory
97! Inflation Shelter, Upper Air Observatory
981Transportation, Airfield, Vandenberg AFB
99' Radar, Have Stare
100 Maintenance, Refurbishment/Corrosion Control
101 Frequency, HF Receiver Site
102: Laboratory, Radio Frequency Measurement
103! Laboratory, Test Area
104 Test Van, RF Measurements
105 Laboratory, Radio Frequency Measure., Bay 1
106 Laboratory, Radio Frequency Measurement
107 Test Van, Command Receiver
108 TestVan, Range SafetyTestVan
109 TestVan, Transponder
Location I Mlssl°n ...Cat:
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
VAFB VARIOUS 3
110 TestVan, Transponder TestVan One VAFB VARIOUS 3
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
Laboratory, Calibration Lab VAFB VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
VARIOUS 3
Maintenance, Component Cleaning Fac., Bay 1
Vlalntenance, Component Cleaning Fac, Clean Rm
Admin, Remote Launch Control
Radar, 60 Foot l"r&C Antenna, VTS
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
VAFB
Maintenance, MTS VAFB
Admln, VTS VAFB
Radar, 10 Meter Antenna, VTS VAFB
Radar, 46 Foot _&C Antenna, VTS VAFB
Optical, 36 Inch Telescope, Anderson Peak VAFB
Optical, 8 Inch Telescope VAFB
Command Transmitter, Site 6, Cmd Destruct VAFB
Telemetry, Receiving, Communications Relay VAFB
Telemetry, Receiving, Ground Station VAFB
Optical, 10 Inch Telescope VAFB
VAFBOotlcal, 24 Inch Telescope
Fage 3
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WPAFB VARIOUS 3
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MANUFACTURING WORKING GROUP
INTRODUCTION
The Manufacturing Working Group of the Space Operations Facilities Task Group was chartered
to formulate a coordinated national plan for world class launch vehicle and upper stage
manufacturing facilities in support of space operations that satisfies the current and projected
needs for both commercial and government requirements. More specifically, the team's purpose
was to define where consolidation and/or closure of existing facilities is appropriate, determine
where United States manufacturing facilities do not meet national space operations needs, and
identify world class manufacturing processes and their potential for transfer.
The team took a three phase approach to attain its objective, the first of which was the Data
Acquisition Phase. The purpose of this phase was to identify and collate any data that may prove
useful during the study. One of the main sources of information was the Mission Model. The
Mission Model names a limited number of vehicle types, including: Titan, Arias, and Delta
expendable launch vehicles; Transfer Orbit Stage (TOS), Inertial Upper Stage flUS), and Centaur
upper stages; and the Space Shuttle reusable launch vehicle. The above named are the primary
vehicles required to support the nation's space launch needs, and therefore were the focus of the
manufacturing team. These vehicles can be further divided into their significant hardware
components of liquid engines, solid rocket motors, and propellant tanks and assembly. For a
complete matrix identifying all primary facilities studied by the Manufacturing Working Group,
reference Figure MFG-1. Additional sources of data included the National Facility Study
database, data packs obtained fi'om contractors, and assorted existing studies compiled by the
Inspector General, program offices, facility offices, etc. Once this data was collected and
analyzed, some preliminary assumptions were made:
1. All facilities supporting the manufacture of liquid engines are contractor owned,
contractor operated (COCO). Since the use of these facilities is driven by market forces, it would
be inappropriate for the manufacturing team to recommend consolidation or closure options.
2. Solid rocket motor plants are partially COCO and partially Government owned,
contractor operated (COCO); therefore, the industry as a whole should be studied for
completeness.
3. Tanks and assembly facilities are primarily COCO; therefore, only GOCO facilities and
their complementing COCO facilities should be studied.
The second phase of the analysis plan was the Macro Analysis Phase. In this phase the
team compared manufacturing requirements to capabilities. The requirements were derived from
the Mission Model by adding the annual launches of each vehicle type, then determining the
hardware components required to be produced on an annual basis. These requirements were then
contrasted with the maximum annual production rates to ascertain where insufficient or excess
capacity exists. For all hardware components the team determined that the capacity exceeds the
requirements. The Macro Analysis Phase included recognizing any additional discriminators that
would effect team recommendations (e.g., cost, one-of-a-kind, environmental, facility condition,
otherusers, etc.). During this phase it was concluded that in the event a Single Stage to Orbit
(SSTO) vehicle was developed, it would have little impact on manufacturing facilities. The SSTO
manufacturing requirements would be accommodated with size and capabilities of currently
available facilities. From this phase of the study the team developed a short list of facilities with
significant potential savings for detailed study in the Micro Analysis phase.
The final phase, or Micro Analysis Phase, focused on a short list of facilities with high potential
cost savings from consolidation and/or closure. All facilities studied in this phase were visited by
the team to gather detailed data to support team recommendations. The team used this detailed
data along with other information obtained in the Data Acquisition Phase to conduct trade studies
on parameters such as cost, labor, transportation, facility upgrades, etc. The output from this
phase was recommendations for facility consolidation and/or closure.
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VFigure MFG-3.
Advanced Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM) Facility
Yellow Creek Production Facility (luka, MS)
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MISSION OPERATIONS AND TRAINING WORKING GROUP
INTRODUCTION
The Mission Operations and Training Working Group evaluated 192 facilities in support of the
National Facility Study. The survey included facilities located at Kennedy Space Center ('KSC),
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Johnson Space Center (JSC), Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC), Wallops Island, Ames Research Center, White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), Suitland
Federal Center, Jet Propulsion Lab, Falcon AFB, Onizuka AFB, Otfutt AFB, Fort Irwin, NOAA -
Fairbanks, Antigua AS, Ascension AAF, Patrick AFB, and assorted other locations world wide.
These facilities were segregated into the following categories: Category 1A: 8 facilities;
Category 1B: 70 facilities; Category 2:22 facilities; Category 3:89 facilities. The
comprehensive evaluation of these facilities folows this introduction.
The Mission Operations and Training Working Group made several observations during the
course of the study which were not facility specific, yet seemed to be relevant to the overall study.
1. There is a proliferation of communications and telemetry processing systems for support of
"unique" requirements.
2. Roles and missions issues impact the ability to work across organizational lines.
3. All space/satellite control networks currently have very good mission success rates.
4. Excess capacity exists in space/satellite control networks (capacity is defined as facility,
equipment, manpower, training and expertise and may vary in its application in the various
working group recommendations).
5. There is a proliferation of flight and crew training facilities.
6. Facilities should not be abandoned without funding for stand down/mothball operations.
7. People skills are as important as facilities. Several areas exist where critical skills are
possessed by an aging force and few provisions have been made for skill transfer.
8. Adequate operations and management (O&M) reeapitalization and technology (R&T)
upgrades are planned for some facilities in the 30-year period; other facilities are not as fortunate.
9. No "good" database exists to capture all the Government owned facilities. The ctm'ent NFS
database is an "ad hoe" effort and currently has no method for update or continuation of funding.
10. Mission orbital support requirements, based upon the mission model, appear to be declining
in the 30-year period assessed. This decline will only increase the system capacity excess.
11. Thereisno overarching body to consolidate efforts or track capacity across Government
agencies. There are currently many good initiatives to improve facilities and infrastructure, but
they are managed on an organization-by-organization basis.
All national needs are being met with existing facilities or with facility projects/improvements that
are presently underway.
The team identified the requirement for a new Neutral Buoyancy capability to support the space
station. This new facility need is based exclusively on the funding of the space station, and should
not be accomplished if the station is not funded by Congress. The two current NASA neutral
buoyancy facilities (the Weightless Environment Training Facility (WETF), at JSC and the Neutral
Buoyancy System (NBS),at MSFC) are inadequate for full system training. The NBS at MSFC in
Huntsville, AL is not colocated with the rest of the high fidelity training at JSC in Houston, TX.
This causes the astronauts to travel between MSFC and JSC. However, because of the restriction
on flying and diving within 24 hours, there is at least a full day of delay added with each use of the
/fiBS at MSFC. Additionally, because of the depth of the NBS, if the trainees must work below
25 feet (a regular occurrence), an additional 24 hour delay is incurred. The construction of a new
neutral buoyancy facility at JSC would consolidate the training, eliminate the travel and its
restrictions, and would potentially reduce the overall NASA operating costs of the water tanks.
ARer a cursory review of the Single-Stage-to-Orbit (SSTO) proposed concept, the working
group feels that the necessary on-orbit command and control can be satisfied by modifications to
the existing control center at JSC. Without more definition concerning flight control requirements
for the SSTO, the costs remain unclear.
Category 1A recommendations fall into three major subcategories: endorsement of on-going or
budgeted activities, support for a project which is needed to support a planned mission, and finally
support for a proposal to transfer facilities from one government agency to another. If all the
category 1A recommendations are fully implemented, the savings versus an FY93 baseline could
exceed $30M by the year 2000.
Category 2 recommendations will require additional study, however if all of the category 2
recommendations are fully implemented, the total savings versus an FY93 baseline could exceed
$250M by the year 2000.
Figure MOT-1 is the detailed decision tree used by this working group.
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Appendix A
TERMS OF REFERENCE
NATIONAL FACILITY PLAN DEVELOPMENT
1- BACKGROUND
The United States is increasingly challenged by advances in technologies that will affect its global competitiveness
in virtually all economic sectors. Preeminent among these are advances in aerospace technology. These advances are
paced by modern highly productive research, development, and operational facilities. Recognizing this situation, on
November 13,1992, the NASA Administrator initiated the development of a comprehensive and integrated long-term plan
for future aerospace facilities. This integrated plan would be accomplished in partnership with other Government agencies,
industry, and academia to ensure that the facilities are world-class and to avoid duplication of effort. He contacted top
officials in the Departments of Defense, Energy, Transportation, Commerce, and the National Science Foundation inviting
them to participate in the development of the plan and the appropriate working groups. The Administrator proposed an
Oversight Group chaired by John R. Dailey, NASA Associate Deputy Administrator, with representation from DoD, DoT,
DoE, DoC, and the NSF. Each of the agencies responded with nominations of individuals to serve on the Oversight Group
and provide support on Task Groups to establish detailed plans. This Terms of Reference document provides the
coordinated charter for development of the Aerospace Facilities Plan.
IL PURPOSE
To formulate a coordinated National Plan for world-class aeronautical and space facilities that meets the current and
projected needs for commercial and Government research and development, and for Government and commercial space
operations.
IIL SCOPE
The plan will include a catalogue of existing Government and industry facilities that support aeronautics and
astronautics research, development, testing, and operations. International facilities will also be catalogued to determine
capability relative to U.S. facilities and applicability to address U.S. facility shortfalls.
The plan will include a requirements analysis which will consider current and future Government and commercial
industry needs as well as DoD and NASA mission requirements, through the year 2023, and specifically will address
shortfalls in existing capabilities, new facility requirements, upgrades, consolidation, and phase out of existing facilities.
All new facility requirements and upgrades will be prioritized and detailed schedules and total funding will be specified.
Joint management schemes, life cycle costs, and siting requirements will be fully evaluated.
Joint funding between agencies and Government/industry will be considered. Shared usage policies will be
developed where nonexistent.
Costing, def'mitions, evaluation methodology and dollar threshold for facility inclusion in review will be approved
by the Oversight Group.
IV. ORGANIZATION
An Oversight Group, chaired by NASA with a DoD Vice-Chairman and including naembership from DoE, DoT, DoC
and the National Science Foundation, will have responsibility for implementing this TOR and plan development. The
secretary will be nominated by NASA.
The chairman will appoint a study director for executing this TOR. This person will be responsible for conducting
the study and its schedule, coordinating participation, integrating all inputs, preparing the final products, and providing
those products to the Oversight Group.

Toassistthestudydirector,fourtaskgroupswill be established. These are the Aeronautics R&D Task Group, the
Space R&D Task Group, the Space Operations Task Group and the Facilities Costing and Engineering Group. The task
groups will be cochaired by NASA and DoD. All participating agencies will provide representatives to each task group.
The task groups will have the authority to establish working groups to assist them in their tasks. Membership on the task
and working groups will be limited to Government employees and participation is optional, except for NASA and DoD.
The Aeronautics Task Group is an exception because of the special need to address commercial transport aircraft. For this
reason experts from private industry participate as Special Government Employees, and the task group will function in
accordance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act. Throughout the study, however, industry and academic inputs and
advice should be actively solicited.
The Oversight Group will provide guidance to the task groups, serve as the coordination mechanism, perform periodic
progress reviews, resolve disputes or misunderstandings that may arise between the agencies under the memorandum, and
recommend an integrated plan for agency approval. The task groups will have responsibility for planning, directing, and
providing recommendations in their particular discipline area.
Each agency will utilize its own reporting and tasking authority and will bear its and its employees' own costs for
participation. Activities shall be subject to the availability of funds and personnel of each party.
V. PRODUCT
The study director will provide a summary report to the Oversight Group incorporating input from each of the task
groups that includes a compendium of current facilities and capabilities; identification of shortfalls as a function of current
and projected needs; and recommendations and rationale for new facilities, upgrades, consolidation, or closure of existing
facilities. Recommendations will include cost impacts, either as investment costs or savings, and any other considerations
that would bear on the decision (i.e., national security concerns, technology transfer, proprietary data rights, commercial
competitiveness, etc.). The summary report will also include any recommendations relative to a policy nature, such as
shared usage, common costing, and management and operation.
Upon approval by the Oversight Group, each report will be forwarded for agency approval. Final reports will be
approved at the Deputy Administrator/Under Secretary level or equivalent. For the DoD, the responsible authority is the
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition. Final reports should reflect a national viewpoint endorsed by NASA, DoD,
DoC, DoT, DoE and NSF.
VI. SCHEDULE
Interim Task Group Reports (to support FY '95 budget decisions) July 1993
Final Task Group Reports January 1994
Oversight Approval - Task Group Reports February 1994
Coordination of Individual Reports March 1994
Approval of Individual Reports March 1994
VII. APPROVAL, AMENDMENT, AND TERMINATION
This Terms of Reference shall enter into force upon the signature of all Parties and shall remain in force through July
1994. It may be modified, extended, or terminated by mutual consent of all parties.
Original Approved by:
Department of Commerce, David Barram, Deputy Secretary
Department of Defense, William J. Perry, Deputy Secretary
Department of Energy, Bill White, Deputy Secretary
Department of Transportation, Mortimer L. Downey, Deputy Secretary
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Daniel S. Goldin, Administrator

Appendix B
TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR) FOR
SPACE OPERATIONS FACILITIES TASK GROUP
I. BACKGROUND
The Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administrations (NASA) and the Deputy Secretary of Defense agreed
to enter into a joint study to develop a comprehensive and
integrated long-term plan for future world-class aerospace
facilities. The plan will address current capabilities and
projected government and industry aeronautics and space facility
needs through 2023 and, when appropriate, make recommendations
relative to development of new facilities and/or enhancement or
consolidation of existing facilities.
This NASA-DOD Joint Facility Study is divided into three Task
Groups, addressing Aeronautics Research and Development (R&D)
Facilities, Space R&D Facilities, and Space Operations Facilities.
This TOR addresses the Space Operations Facilities Task Group and
is derived from the Terms of Reference for the National Plan.
There are inherent differences in aeronautical facilities and
space facilities. National security space activities and
associated facilities have predominately been driven by and
dedicated to supporting specific space systems.. While the
possibility for consolidation and shared facility usage is less
probable in these space activities than in aeronautics facilities,
given shrinking budgets, we need to exploit opportunities for
consolidation and sharing of facilities when appropriate. A
detailed assessment and long term plan for future space operations
facilities can provide a roadmap to assist us in identifying the
opportunities for gaining efficiencies through multi-use and shared
facilities in the future as we continue to build our nation's space
operations infrastructure.
2. PURPOSE
To determine the capability of national and international
space operations facilities to meet future space operations mission
requirements and, as appropriate, develop a long term national plan
for facility acquisition and shared usage.
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3. SCOPE
Space operations facilities involve all facilities necessary
to safely transport desired payloads to prescribed orbits, to carry
out suborbital rocket launches (excluding launches of operational
weapon systems) and to operate spacecraft on-orbit. Space
operations facilities also includes those significant manufacturing
facilities that provide the pipeline of launch vehicle and upper
stage hardware in support of space operations. The Space
Operations Task Group will consider facilities required to support
the following specific functions and activities:
a_ All launch vehicle and payload assembly, mating,
checkout and preparations conducted at the launch base.
b. Repair, maintenance, and refurbishment of launch
vehicles, payloads, and associated support equipment.
c. Launch preparations, countdown, and execution of
space launch vehicle and suborbital rocket launches.
d. Repair, maintenance, refurbishment of launch and
operations pads, instrumentation, fueling, storage and other
support facilities and equipment used to safely conduct and sustain
launch and on-orbit operations.
eo
spacecraft.
Checkout, operations and sustainment of on-orbit
f. Repair, maintenance, refurbishment of all facilities
and equipment used in support of checkout, operations and
sustainment of on-orbit assets.
g. Real time receipt, processing and display of data.
no Interface for dissemination of mission data to end
users.
i. Recovery of vehicle/payload components.
j. Those training and simulation capabilities needed to
support checkout, launch, on-orbit operations and Research and
Development Testing and Evaluation (RDT&E).

k. Operations, sustainment, and repair of all command,
control, and communications necessary to execute the functions
listed above.
Commercial space operations including existing and planned
facilities will be addressed when analyzing future space launch
requirements.
Finally, NASA and the DOD have differing missions, resulting
in different space operations facilities requirements. For the
purpose of this study, some mission-unique national security space
operations facilities dedicated to supporting specific national
security programs offer little opportunity for shared usage and
thus may be beyond the scope of this study. Rationale for
excluding specific facilities will be documented appropriately.
4. ORGANIZATION
The Space Operations Facilities Task Group will be co-chaired
by Mr Gerald Smith, Deputy Director for the Stennis Space Center
and Mr Richard McCormick, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air
Force for Space Plans and Policy. The following subgroups will
support the Task Group and will be co-chaired by NASA and DOD:
Requirements and Integration
Cost Analysis
Payload Processing, Launch and Recovery Facilities
Manufacturing Facilities
Mission Operations Facilities
Requirements and In%@qra%iQn
This group serves both to document mission needs as well
as to integrate results from the other subgroups. They will
compile and provide top level mission requirements for DOD, civil,
and commercial space launches and they will review and integrate
the resultant facilities-level requirements into an overall space
operations requizements document. They will maintain an awareness
of other subgroup activities to include participation in selected
meetings and site visits with other subgroups, will identify areas
of overlap between the subgroups as well as assess opportunities
for joint use of facilities across the subgroups, and periodically
check on progress of subgroup products. They will be the primary
interface with the Space R&D Facilities Task Group with regard to
underlying mission requirements, overlap between subgroups and

opportunities for joint use of facilities between the space R&D and
space operations communities. Finally, this working group will
prepare an integrated roadmap of actions needed to implement Task
Group recommendations and ensure compatibility with the R&D Task
Group recommendations as appropriate. They will be responsible for
integrating the subgroup in_u_s into a final report and will work
with the R&D Facilities Task Group to develop a common format for
the final report.
Cost ADalvsis
This group will define cost criteria as needed to support the
other technical working groups, When appropriate, the group will
assist in obtaining relevant cost information. In addition, this
group will also provide cost analysis expertise to the other
working groups via matrix management of cost analysts to these
groups. Finally this group will support the evaluation and
analysis of shortfalls and excess capacity.
P_yload Pro¢_ssinq, Launch and Recovery Facilities
This group will address payload processing, launch and
recovery facilities needed to support orbital, suborbital and
ballistic missions (to exclude operational weapon systems). All
"launch critical" items will be included while all indirect support
and infrastructure facilities will be excluded during the first
iteration. Launch facilities will include control, structure,
landing strips and recovery facilities. Payload, booster and
ordnance processing facilities will be included as will range
instrumentation, range control and the range network. Some other
support facilities (e.g. safety, administraiton, supply, security,
transportation, environmental, maintenance communications, weather,
power, precision measuring equipment laboratory and fuels)
facilities may be addressed.
Manufacturinq Fa¢iliti@$
This subgroup will formulate a coordinated national plan for
world class launch vehicle and upper stage manufacturing facilities
in support of space operations that satisfy the current and
projected needs for both commercial and government requirements.
They will define where consolidation and or closure of existing
facilities is appropriate; determine where US manufacturing
facilities do not meet national space operations needs and define
new and/or modified facilities required to achieve world class
status. Finally they will develop a long term plan for world class

facility acquisition and shared usage. The group's focus will be
limited initially to those facility relating to tanks and assembly,
liquid engines and solid rocket motors, although other categories
may be added in the course of the study.
Mission Operations and Trainina
The Mission Operations and Training subgroup will conduct an
assessment of national and international space operations and
training capabilities required to meet future mission operations
and training requirements and to recommend actions consistent with
the development of a long term national plan for world-class
facility acquisition and shared usage, including the communications
capability required to support these functions. This subgroup will
evaluate all on-orbit, deep space and interplanetary mission
control centers of all types to include communications and tr_cking
network, spacecraft control centers; payload operations and control
centers; on-orbit flight support rooms; and other installations of
command and control systems supporting on-orbit flights. Also
included in this evaluation will be training facilities that
support the education of flight crews, flight controllers, and
ground personnel involved in or-orbit support. This will include
neutral buoyancy facilities, simulators, part-task trainers, and
engineering test beds that support training. In addition, the
group will evaluate critical ancillary capabilities that are in
direct support of the above (e.g. backup power, communications
systems, training aircraft, and other systems that are in stand-
by to support flight anomaly resolution). Included in this
evaluation are all spacecraft command and control software
development and certification installations. Vacuum chambers
involved in training are excluded from this subgroup.5. APPROACH
The Space Operations Facility Assessment will include the
following 6 tasks. Tasks 1-2 will be done in parallel; results
will drive Tasks 3-6.
Task i: Develop definitions for "space operations" and
"space operations facilities" Given the definitions, develop
inventory criteria for space operations facilities. The criteria
will allow identification of DOD and NASA payload processing,
launch, recovery, manufacturing, mission operations, and
communications facilities that are within the scope of the study
as defined above.
Task 2: Identify current and projected mission needs
that drive facility requirements. The mission needs will also

provide the basis for developing a national plan should it be
required.
Task 3: For the purposes of this study, a world class
facility is defined as any facility that provides a capability,
capacity, product, technology and/or manufacturing process
recognized by the world aerospace community as among the best. In
addition, by being world-class, the facility allows the United
States to most effectively perform space operations functions
and/or maintain a competitive advantage. Indicators include, but
are not limited to, advanced state-of-the-art technology, unique
testing capability, unique capacity, unique location (easy access)
or the most efficient, highest quality facility. The world class
model for space operations is that which produces assured access
to space, as defined by the users (satellite community), across the
entire spectrum of launch and satellite preparation, launch vehicle
and satellite integration and testing, and range support systems
available. The subgroups will assess facilities as a function of
the functionality and specific critical parameters necessary to
meet the definition of world class provided above.
Task 4: Inventory space operations facilities in
accordance with the criteria defined in Task i. Catalog facilities
as functions of mission need(s) defined in Task 2.
Task 5: Assess mission requirements, facilities
shortfalls, and excess capacity; recommend actions to include the
need for the development of a long-term national plan.
Task 6: Based on Task 1 through 5, develop options,
recommendations, and an action plan as required for Oversight Group
review and approval.
6. PRODUCT
The Space Operations Task Group will submit a summary report
to the Oversight Group that includes a description of current and
future mission needs, a description of world class capability for
each technical area, a compendium of current facilities and
capabilities, an identification of shortfalls or excess capacity,
and if required, an implementation plan that includes
recommendations and rationale for new facilities, upgrades to
existing facilities, or facility consolidations.

7. SCHEDULE (TBR)
Charter Approval
Mission Needs Assessment
Initial Facility Inventory Complete
Capabilities Assessment
Preliminary Plan
Brief Oversight Group
Final Plan (Task Group Approval)
Final Report (Oversight Group)
APPROVED
May 93
Jun 93
Aug 93
Oct 93
Dec 93
Aug 93
Dec 93
Feb 94
DOD Co-chair
' NASA Co-chair
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